
A-level biology is an exciting and rapidly developing 
subject with a central place in the future of our society. 
Every week Biology is in the news with developments in our 
understanding of genetics, evolution and disease.

At Loxford School a qualification in Biology aims to not only 
equip students with sound scientific knowledge and 
understanding of biological concepts and scientific 
processes, but to also offer opportunities to explore the 
ethical and moral issues related to the effects of human 
activities on biological systems.

We offer a two-year course, leading to an A level 
qualification in Biology. Students will be following the AQA 
Biology  specification.

Welcome to A-level Biology



Have you ever wondered how your heart beats over 100,000 times each day? 
Or how your body makes more than one million red blood cells a second?  
If you do then Biology might be the subject for you!

Biology

A world-changing subject
Biology is at the forefront of current scientific 
research and is a very fast-changing subject with 
key discoveries made every year.

Developments in Molecular Biology, Bioinformatics 
and Medicine allow these breakthroughs to 
happen and rely on a thorough understanding of 
Biology.



Biology



Biology

Biology qualifications are linear. Linear means that all the A-Level exams are 
sat at the end of their A-Level course, i.e. at the end of Year 2 of the course. 



Biology Practical Endorsement

The A-Biology course require you to complete a minimum of 12 required 
practicals.

A student who successfully completes the practicals and demonstrates the 
required level of competence in the skills will be awarded a Practical 
Endorsement Pass as part of their A level certificate. 

Six of the practicals are completed in Year 12 and the other six in Year 13. 
The practical endorsement is only awarded to those who qualify and to 
students who study the full A level.



Outside of the classroom

• Biology in Action study day
• Medicine in Action study day
• University lectures
•

Biology



Samples of Student 
Work



Biology

Future Ambitions
A level Biology is a highly respected academic 
A level and it makes an excellent choice, 
offering you access to a wide range of 
university courses and careers. You'll need 
biology for most degrees in medicine, 
biology, biomedical sciences, dentistry, 
dietetics, physiotherapy, orthoptics and 
veterinary medicine. Biology is usually 
required or recommended for courses in 
biochemistry, environmental science, 
nursing, occupational therapy, optometry, 
pharmacy, sports science, physiology and 
speech therapy.
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